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Abstract. We propose a non-skew-symmetric generalization of the original definition of double Poisson
Bracket by M. Van den Bergh. It allows one to explicitly construct more general class of H0-Poisson
structures on finitely generated associative algebras. We show that modified double Poisson brackets
inherit certain major properties of the double Poisson brackets.
1. Introduction
Application of the noncommutative geometry program to symplectic manifolds was originated in
[Kon93]. Following general philosophy formulated by M. Kontsevich any algebraic property that makes
geometric sense is mapped to its commutative counterpart by the functor RepN :
RepN : fin. gen. Associative algebras Ñ Affine schemes,
which assigns to a finitely generated associative algebra A a scheme of its’ NˆN matrix representations1
RepN pAq “ HompA,MatN pCqq.
In line with this general philosophy, M. Van den Bergh [dB08] proposed a definition of the double Poisson
bracket on associative algebra which induces a conventional Poisson bracket on the coordinate ring of
matrix representations.
On the contrary, W. Crawley-Boevey [CB11, CBEG07] suggested related, yet another definition of
the noncommutative analogue of the Poisson bracket, the so-called H0-Poisson structure. The latter has
weaker requirements and in general provides a conventional Poisson bracket only on the moduli space of
representations. Double Poisson bracket induces an H0-Poisson structure but not vice versa.
One of the major advantages of the double Poisson bracket as opposed to an H0-Poisson structure is
that for a finitely generated associative algebra it is defined completely by its’ action on generators. This
allows one to provide numerous explicit examples of double Poisson brackets [PVdW08, BT16] and even
carry out certain partial classification problems [ORS13].
In this note we provide an extension of the original ideas of M. Van den Bergh and W. Crawley-Boevey.
We define a notion of the modified double Poisson bracket (see Definition 1) which allows one to construct
explicitly more general examples of H0-Poisson brackets on finitely generated algebras. We support our
definition with new examples of modified double Poisson brackets in Sec. 4 and calculate corresponding
dimensions of symplectic leaves of the induced Poisson structures on the moduli space.
In Section 5 we use the algebra of noncommutative poly-vector fields introduced in [dB08] to construct
non-skew-symmetric biderivations. We introduce the notion of a modified double Poisson bivector and
present an essential example.
Finally, in Section 6.1 we investigate brackets on representation algebras induced by the modified
double Poisson brackets. We show that some recent results of G. Massuyeau and V. Turaev [MT15] can
be extended beyond skew-symmetric case as well.
E-mail address: semeon.artamonov@rutgers.edu.
1Throughout the text we assume the ground field to be C. All unadorned tensor products, algebras, and schemes are
over C unless specified otherwise.
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2. Modified double Poisson bracket
LetA “ Cxxp1q, . . . , xpkqy{R be an associative algebra over C, which is finitely generated by txp1q, . . . xpkqu,
possibly with some finite number of relations R.
Definition 1. A modified double Poisson bracket on A is a map AbAÑ AbA s.t. for all a, b, c P A
tab bcu“ pbb 1qtab cu`tab bup1b cq(1a)
tabb cu“ p1b aqtbb cu`tab cupbb 1q(1b)
tab tbb cuu ´ tbb tab cuu “ ttab bu b cu where t u :“ µ ˝ t u(1c)
ta, bu ` tb, au “ 0 mod rA,As(1d)
The fact that we do not require skew-symmetry in a sense of Van den Bergh ta, bu“ ´tb, auop is the
major difference with the case studied in [dB08, ORS12]. To distinguish with definitions introduced in
[dB08] we call this object Modified double Poisson Bracket. In Section 4 we show that there are essential
examples of the modified double Poisson brackets.
Corollary 2. Composition with the multiplication map t u : AbAÑ A defines an H0-Poisson structure,
namely for all a, b, c P A
ta, bcu “ bta, cu ` ta, buc,(2a)
tab, cu “ tba, cu,(2b)
ta, tb, cuu ´ tb, ta, cuu “ tta, bu, cu,(2c)
ta, bu ` tb, au ” 0 mod rA,As.(2d)
In particular, the latter implies that t u : AbAÑ A factors through t u : A{rA,As bAÑ A which
we denote by the same brackets.
Corollary 3. An H0-Poisson structure t u in turn induces a Lie Algebra structure t uLie : A{rA,As b
A{rA,As Ñ A{rA,As on abelianization A6 “ A{rA,As of A.
3. Poisson brackets on the moduli space of representations
Double derivation property introduced to Definition 1 at the same time provides a constructive defini-
tion for a certain subclass of H0-Poisson structures and allows one to establish a precise correspondence
between H0-Poisson structures and geometry. Throughout this section we will review main ideas of pi-
oneering papers [CB99, CBEG07, dB08] and apply them to the context of the Modified Double Poisson
Bracket.
3.1. Representation scheme. As before, let A “ xxp1q, . . . , xpkqy{R be a finitely generated associative
algebra with a finite set of relations R. Each representation of A in MatN pCq can be defined by the
image of the generators, let
ϕpxpiqq “
¨˚
˚˝ xpiq11 . . . xpiq1N... ...
x
piq
N1 . . . x
piq
NN
‹˛‹‚.(3)
Representations of A then form an affine scheme V with a coordinate ring CrVs :“ C
”
x
piq
j,k
ı
{ϕpRq. Denote
as CV — the corresponding sheaf of rational functions. Then ϕ : VˆAÑMatN pCq. For a general point
m P V map ϕpm, q provides an N -dimensional matrix representation of A. Hereinafter, we often omit
the first argument of ϕ where it is assumed to be a function on V.
3.2. Moduli space of representations. There is a natural action of GLN pCq ö MatN pCq which
corresponds to the change of basis in the underlying finite dimensional module. It induces the GLN pCq
action on the sheaf of rational functions CV . We denote as CrVsinv Ă CrVs (respectively CinvV Ă CV) the
subalgebra of GLN pCq invariant elements. We refer to the orbit of the GLN pCq action as an isomorphism
class of representations and thus CrVsinv is the coordinate ring of the corresponding moduli space.
One can construct elements of CrVsinv by taking traces ϕiipxq for different x P A, clearly the image
would be invariant under the cyclic permutations of generators in each monomial and thus would depend
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only on the element of the cyclic space A6 “ A{rA,As. This induces a map ϕ0 : A{rA,As Ñ CrVsinv
from A{rA,As to the invariant subalgebra CrVsinv. Denote the image of this map by H :“ ϕ0pA{rA,Asq.
Lemma 4. [Pro76] CrVsinv is generated by H as a commutative algebra.
Example 5. If A happens to be commutative, the representation functor Rep1 for N “ 1 will map it to
itself. Moreover CinvV will coincide with CV for this case.
Example 6. The simplest scheme here corresponds to the representations of A “ Cxxp1q, . . . , xpkqy —
free algebra with k generators. In the absence of relations, the corresponding scheme is birational to
CkN2 , a kN2-dimensional vector space. And the corresponding sheaf of rational functions is nothing but
the field of rational functions in kN2 variables.
Example 7. Another interesting special case corresponds to the so-called smooth algebras. Finitely
generated algebra A is called smooth if Ω1 :“ kerµ “ ta1 b a2 |a1a2 “ 0, a1, a2 P Au is projective as an
inner bimodule. This guarantees that the representation scheme is actually a smooth affine variety. This
case was in details studied in [CBEG07].
The major advantage of the Poisson formalism as compared to the Symplectic formalism is that it can
be easily generalized beyond the smooth case.
3.3. Bracket. Define induced bracket t, uV : CV b CV Ñ CV on generators xpmqij of CrVs by!
x
pmq
ij , x
pnq
kl
)V “ ϕ´txpmq b xpnqu¯
pkjq,pilq
(4a)
And then extend it to the entire CV by Leibnitz identities w.r.t. both arguments. Namely, for all
a, b, c P CV .
tab, cuV “atb, cuV ` bta, cuV ,(4b)
ta, bcuV “cta, buV ` bta, cuV .(4c)
As opposed to [dB08], bracket (4) in the context of Definition 1 is not necessary skew-symmetric and
thus is not yet a Poisson bracket on CV . It is a famous result of W. Crawley-Boevey [CB11] that any
H0-Poisson structure induces a conventional Poisson bracket on the moduli space of representations. In
addition to that, we show in Proposition 12 that it comes with a Lie module action on the coordinate
space of representations. In the case of bracket induced by the modified double Poisson bracket both are
nothing but restrictions of (4) to CinvV b CinvV and CinvV b CV respectively.
Easy to check that the above extension (4b) – (4c) is consistent with the double Leibnitz identity and
relations ϕpRq in the coordinate ring CrVs, namely
Lemma 8. Equations (4) define a unique linear map t, uV : CrVs b CrVs Ñ CrVs given by
@x, y P A : tϕpxqij , ϕpyqkluV “ ϕptx, yu 1qkjϕptx, yu2qil(5)
Proof. Define X “ ϕpxq and Y “ ϕpyq. In what follows assume the summation over repeating indexes
tXij , YklZlmuV “ ϕptx, yzu 1qkjϕptx, yzu2qim.
On the other hand
tx, yzu“py b 1qtx, zu`tx, yup1b zq
“ytx, zu 1btx, zu2`tx, yu 1btx, yu2z
Which leads us to
tXij , YklZlmuV “Yklϕptx, zu 1qljϕptx, zu2qim ` ϕptx, yu 1qkjϕptx, yu2qilZlm
“YkltXij , ZlmuV ` tXij , YkluVZlm
By the same derivation
tXilYlj , ZkmuV “ XiltYlj , ZkmuV ` YljtXil, ZkmuV .
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Now, using the fact that A is finitely generated by xpmq we conclude that p4bq and p4cq uniquely extend
t , uV on pairs of monomials. Moreover, defining ideal ϕpRq Ă CrVs for the coordinate ring CrVs is thus
within the left and right kernel of t , uV . So t , uV extends uniquely to CrVs. 
Equation (5) immediately implies
Corollary 9. For all a, b P A, tϕ0paq, ϕpbquV “ ϕpta, buq.
Proof.
@x, y P A : tϕpxqii, ϕpyqkluV “ϕptx, yu 1qkiϕptx, yu2qil “ ϕptx, yu 1tx, yu2qkl “ ϕpµptx, yuqqkl “
“ϕptx, yuVqkl.(6)

Lemma 10. Equations (4) define a unique linear map t, uV : CV b CV Ñ CV .
Proof. Taking into account Lemma 8 it would be enough to prove that the bracket t, uV can be extended
to a properly localized ring. Let R be a C-algebra s.t. t, uV : RbRÑ R is well defined and satisfies (4b) –
(4c). For any multiplicative subset S Ă R and a P S, b P R we immediately get ta´1, buV “ ´a´2ta, buV
and tb, a´1uV “ ´a´2tb, auV . This provides a unique extension of t, uV to S´1R.
Thus for each distinguished open subset Vf Ă V we have a unique extension of t, uV to ΓpVf ,OVq.
Now denote by SpVf q Ă ΓpXf ,OVq the set of functions which are not a zero divisor on any stalk, we
have a unique extension of t, uV to SpVf q´1ΓpVf ,OVq “ ΓpVf ,CVq. 
Lemma 11. Following restriction of t, uV
t, uinv : CinvV b CinvV Ñ CinvV
is skew-symmetric, namely for all f, g P CinvV we have tf, guV P CinvV and tf, guV “ ´tg, fuV .
Proof. In light of Leibnitz identities (4b) and (4c) it would be enough for us to show the statement for
generators of CrVsinv. So w.l.o.g we can assume that f, g P H (see Lemma 4). Under this assumption
there exist x, y P A s.t. f “ ϕ0pxq and g “ ϕ0pyq. Denote X :“ ϕpxq, Y :“ ϕpyq. Using (6) we get
tf, guV “ tXii, YkkuV “ ϕptx, yuqkk “ ϕ0ptx, yuq P CrVsinv
as a result
tf, guV ` tg, fuV “ ϕ0ptx, yu ` ty, xuq “ 0.

Proposition 12. The following restriction
t , uV : CinvV b CV Ñ CV(7)
satisfies the Jacobi identity for the left Loday bracket, for all f, g P CinvV and h P CV :
tf, tg, huVuV ´ tg, tf, huVuV “ ttf, guV , huV .
Proof. For f, g P H and h P CrVs the statement is a straightforward consequence of Corollary 9 and the
fact that t, u : A6 bAÑ A is a Loday bracket. Denote
φpf, g, hq :“ tf, tg, huVuV ´ tg, tf, huVuV ´ ttf, guV , huV .
Since φ is a derivation in its’ last argument, left Jacobi identity extends for h P CV . Next, we have
φpf1f2, g, hq´f1φpf2, g, hq ´ f2φpf1, g, hq “
“ ´ tg, f1uVtf2, huV ´ tg, f2uVtf1, huV ´ tf2, guVtf1, huV ´ tf2, huVtf1, guV
Note, that t, uV is not skew-symmetric in general, however by Lemma 11 we have for f1, f2, g P CinvV
tg, f1uV ` tf1, guV “ 0, tf2, guV ` tg, f2uV “ 0
which is enough to conclude that for all f1, f2, g P CinvV and h P CV
φpf1f2, g, hq “ f1φpf2, g, hq ` f2φpf1, g, hq.
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We also get for all f, g P CinvV and g P CV s.t. f´1 P CinvV
φpf´1, g, hq “ ´f´2φpf, g, hq.
Similar reasoning applies for the second argument which finalizes the proof. 
Remark 13. Proposition 12 defines a representation analogue of an H0-Poisson structure. Note the
dual properties, once H0-Poisson structure factors through t, u : A{rA,As bAÑ A, the induced bracket
defined above has to be restricted on invariant subalgebra t, uV : CinvV b CV Ñ CV in order to satisfy
Jacobi identity. Following ideas of [Tur14] we formulate this duality fundamentally in Section 6 when we
show that one can generalize Proposition 12 beyond matrix representations.
Corollary 14. The following restriction
t , uinv : CinvV b CinvV Ñ CinvV(8)
is a Poisson bracket.
Proof. This statement follows from Corollary 2 and results of [CB11], however below we will present a
direct proof using Proposition 12.
Indeed, by Lemma 11 this restriction is skew-symmetric, it satisfies Leibnitz identity in both arguments
by definition (4b) – (4c). As a particular case of Proposition 12 it also satisfies Jacobi identity. 
3.4. Casimir elements. Action of the Poisson bracket (8) on the full representation scheme (7) provides
a convenient way to construct Casimir elements. Recall
Definition 15. Element c P A is a right Casimir of bracket t, u if for all h P A{rA,As we have th, cu “ 0.
Remark 16. It is worth noting that right Casimir elements are not necessary within the left kernel of
the bracket beyond skew-symmetric case. For a particular example see (9) and (11).
Since t, u is a derivation in the second argument, the set of all right Casimir elements forms a subalgebra
C Ă A. This subalgebra allows one to construct Casimir elements of the bracket on representation scheme.
Proposition 17. Assume that c P A is a right Casimir of bracket t, u : A{rA,As b A Ñ A. Subalgebra
Crϕpcqkls generated by components of the matrix ϕpcq consist of right Casimirs of the bracket t, uV
Proof. For all h P H we have
tϕ0phq, ϕpcqkluV “ tϕphqii, ϕpcqkluV “ ϕpth, cuqkl “ 0.
Since t, uV satisfies Leibnitz identity w.r.t to both arguments we conclude that for all f P CinvV and
x P Crϕpcqkls
tf, xuV “ 0.

Note, that in Proposition 17 it is essential to consider a restricted bracket t , uV on CinvV b CV as
defined in (17). If instead of element CinvV as a first argument we take arbitrary f P CV the bracket with
a Casimir elements do not have to be zero.
Corollary 18. Let C Ă A be a subalgebra of right Casimir elements of bracket t, u, then ϕ0pCq Ă CinvV
consist of Casimir elements of bracket t, uinv.
This Corollary is especially useful when C is finitely generated. We illustrate this method in Section
4.1.1.
4. Examples of the Modified Double Poisson brackets
4.1. Bracket for Kontsevich system. Here we describe a particular example of modified double
bracket on Cxu˘, v˘y introduced in [Art15]. This double bracket is not skew-symmetric and thus provides
an example beyond the case considered in [dB08].
Let A` “ Cxu, vy be a free associative algebra with two generators. Define a biderivation of A on the
generators as
tu, vuK“ ´vub 1, tv, uuK“ uv b 1, tu, uuK“ tv, vuK“ 0.(9)
Proposition 19. [Art15] Biderivation t uK is a modified double Poisson bracket.
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Under the representation functor RepN our algebra is mapped to the commutative algebra AN “
Cpui,j , vi,jq of rational functions in 2N2 variables tui,j , vi,j | 1 ď i, j ď Nu. The corresponding affine
scheme V is just a 2N2-dimensional vector space over C.
The induced bracket is a biderivation t, uV : AN bAN Ñ AN defined on generators as
(10)
tuij , vkluV “´ δil
ÿ
m
vkmumj
tvkl, uijuV “δkj
ÿ
m
uimvml.
Proposition 14 implies that restriction of t, uV on invariant rational functions t , uinv : AinvN bAinvN Ñ
AinvN is a Poisson bracket.
4.1.1. Dimensions of the symplectic leaves. Element
c “ uvu´1v´1(11)
is a right Casimir of the H0-Poisson bracket induced by (9) (see [Art15] for a proof). One can show that
Trϕpckq provide Casimirs for the indeuced bracket t , uinv. The Poisson bracket on CinvV we defined
earlier is degenerate due to existence of Casimirs. Which means that the Poisson tensor is not invertible
at a generic point. In order to make it invertible (and thus induce a symplectic structure) one has to
restrict the bracket to the subvariety corresponding to the fixed level of all Casimir functions (See e.g.
[Arn78]). The codimension of such variety is, of course, simply the number of algebraically independent
Casimir functions.
Based on direct computation of dimensions of symplectic leaves for bracket t , uinv we come to the
following
Conjecture 20. There are exactly N ´ 1 algebraically independent Casimir elements given by Trϕpckq
for the bracket t, uinv.
We summarize a computational evidence in favour of this conjecture in the Table 1. Here dimL —
dimension of a generic symplectic leaf, codimϕ0pckq — number of algebraically independent Casimirs
provided by ϕ0pckq.
N dimCinvV dimL codimϕ0pckq
1 2 2 0
2 5 4 1
3 10 8 2
4 17 14 3
5 26 22 4
6 37 32 5
Table 1. Summary on tests of dimensions of symplectic leaf
4.2. Other examples Double Poisson Brackets. Below we present a couple of other examples of
modified double Poisson brackets on Free3 “ Cxx1, x2, x3y. Unlike (9), examples presented in this
subsection are conjectural although very well tested. More examples and partial classification are in
progress.
(12)
tx1, x2u I “ ´x2x1 b 1, tx2, x1u I “ x1x2 b 1,
tx2, x3u I “ ´x2 b x3, tx3, x2u I “ x2 b x3,
tx3, x1u I “ ´1b x3x1, tx1, x3u I “ 1b x1x3.
Here all omitted brackets of generators are assumed to be zero.
(13)
tx1, x2u II “ ´x1 b x2, tx2, x1u II “ x1 b x2,
tx2, x3u II “ x3 b x2, tx3, x2u II “ ´x3 b x2,
tx3, x1u II “ x1 b x3 ´ x3 b x1.
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Conjecture 21. Brackets (12) and (13) are modified double Poisson brackets on Free3. Namely, cor-
responding biderivations satisfy (1c) and (1d).
We have tested equations (1c) and (1d) for all monomials up to length 5.
5. Modified double Poisson bi-vectors
Following [CB99, CBEG07, dB08] we introduce the notions of noncommutative vector fields and algebra
of poly-vector fields. We slightly modify homomorphism from noncommutative poly-vectors to derivations
introduced in [dB08] to include poly-derivations with no cyclic invariance.
Definition 22. For a finitely generated associative algebra A, let δ : AÑ AbA be a linear map satisfying
the following form of Leibnitz identity
δpabq “ pab 1q δpbq ` δpaq p1b bq.
Then we call δ a noncommutative vector field. The space of all noncommutative vector fields for a
given algebra A we denote by DA in what follows.
In other words δ P DA is a derivation of A with a codomain A bA treated as an outer A-bimodule.
The remaining structure of inner bimodule makes δ itself an A-bimodule, where the left-right action is
defined s.t. for δ P DA and for all a1, a2, x P A :
a1 δpxq a2 :“ p1b a1q δpxq pa2 b 1q “ δpxq1a2 b a2δpxq2.(14)
Let DA “ TADA be the tensor algebra over A generated by A-bimodule (14). As suggested in [dB08] we
call elements of DA noncommutative poly-vector fields. One can equip DA with a grading by assigning
deg a “ 0 for each a P A and deg δ “ 1 for each δ P DA. We denote multiplication in DA by ‹ and kth
homogenous component by pDAqk. In Sweedler notations multiplication of noncommutative poly-vector
fields becomes explicit
D “ δ1 ‹ δ2 ‹ ¨ ¨ ¨ ‹ δk P pDAqk, D : Abk Ñ Abpk`1q,
Dpa1 b ¨ ¨ ¨ b akq “ δkpakq1 b δk´1pak´1q1δkpakq2 b ¨ ¨ ¨ b δ1pa1q1δ2pa2q2 b δ1pa1q2(15)
Unpaired components of vector fields in (15) provide a structure on an A-bimodule, for each b P A
and D P pDAqk
pD ‹ bqpa1 b akq “ δkpakq1bb ¨ ¨ ¨ b δ1pa1q2,
pb ‹Dqpa1 b akq “ δkpakq1 b ¨ ¨ ¨ b bδ1pa1q2.
For each A-bimodule one can define a notion of partial trace, so we introduce
Definition 23. Let P P DA, we call “partial trace over A” and denote as trAP the following equivalence
class
trAP “ P ` rDA,As, where rDA,As “ Span tQ ‹ a´ a ‹Q | a P A, Q P DAu ,
or equivalently
trA : DAÑ DA{rDA,As.
Definition 24. Let DAbk be the following space of k-derivations δ : Abk Ñ Abk s.t. for all a1, . . . , ak P A
and for all i P t1, . . . , ku
(16)
δpa1 b ¨ ¨ ¨ b bcÒ
i
b ¨ ¨ ¨ b akq “p1b ¨ ¨ ¨ b 1loooooooooooon
k´i
b bb 1b ¨ ¨ ¨ b 1loooooooooooon
i
q δpa1 b ¨ ¨ ¨ b cÒ
i
b ¨ ¨ ¨ b akq`
` δpa1 b ¨ ¨ ¨ b bÒ
i
b ¨ ¨ ¨ b akq p1b ¨ ¨ ¨ b 1loooooooooooon
p1´iq mod k
b c b 1b . . . b 1loooooooooooooooon
ppi´2q mod kq`1
q.
Proposition 25. Partial trace provides a linear homomorphism pDA{rDA,Asqk trAÝÝÑ DAbk given by
ptrApδ1 ‹ ¨ ¨ ¨ ‹ δkqq pa1 b ¨ ¨ ¨ b akq “ δkpakq1δ1pa1q2 b δk´1pak´1q1δkpakq2 b ¨ ¨ ¨ b δ1pa1q1δ2pa2q2.(17)
Proof. First, recall that δipbcq “ bδipcq1 b δipcq2 ` δipbq1 b δipbq2c, then substituting it in to the l.h.s. of
(16) we get the desired result. 
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Corollary 26. Let δ1, δ2 P DA be noncommutative vector fields, then R “ trApδ1 ‹ δ2q is a biderivation:
R pabb cq “ p1b aq pR pbb cqq ` pR pab cqq pbb 1q,
R pab bcq “ pbb 1q pR pab cqq ` pR pab bqq p1b cq,
where
Rpab bq :“ trApδ1 ‹ δ2qpab bq “ δ2pbq1δ21paq b δ1paq1δ2pbq2.
Definition 27. Let P “ ři δi1‹δi2 P pDAq2 be a noncommutative bi-vector, we call P a Modified double
Poisson bi-vector if the induced bi-derivation trA
`ř
i δ
i
1 ‹ δi2
˘
: A b A Ñ A b A is a modified double
Poisson bracket.
Proposition 25 should be compared to Proposition 4.1.1 in [dB08]. It is worth noting that we have
used partial trace trA : DAÑ DA{rDA,As to construct bi-derivations by the corresponding poly-vector
fields as opposed to the abelianization DAÑ DA{rDA,DAs used in [dB08]. This allows one to take into
consideration poly-derivations with no cyclic “anti-equivariance”.
As we have shown in Sec. 4 there are examples of the modified double Poisson brackets given by a
biderivation which is substantially non-skew-symmetric. Below we present non-skew-symmetric double
Poisson bivector which induces bracket (9).
Poisson bivector for bracket (9). Let A` “ Cxu, vy be a free associative algebra with two generators.
Define noncommutative vector fields δ1, δ2, rδ1, rδ2 P DA by their action on generators
δ1puq “ 1b u, δ1pvq “ 1b v,
δ2puq “ ub 1, δ2pvq “ 0,rδ1puq “ ub 1, rδ1pvq “ v b 1,rδ2puq “ 1b u, rδ2pvq “ 0.
Proposition 28.
t uK :“ trA`
´
δ1 ‹ δ2 ´ rδ2 ‹ rδ1¯
Proof. On generators of A formula above coincide with an example of modified double Poisson bracket
t , uK defined in (9). From Corollary 26 we conclude that they coincide for the entire domain AbA. 
Thus δ1 ‹ δ2 ´ rδ2 ‹ rδ1 P pDAq2 provides an essential example of a modified double Poisson bivector.
6. Brackets on representation algebras
In [Tur14, MT15] G. Massuyeau and V. Turaev suggested that double Poisson brackets induce Poisson
brackets on representation algebras. In particular, it was shown that for each associative algebra A
and coalgebra M one can define a commutative associative algebra AM satisfying the following universal
property: for any commutative algebra B consider HompM,Bq as an associative algebra with convolution
product, then for each s : AÑ HompM,Bq there exists a unique r : AM Ñ B s.t. the following diagram
is commutative in the category of associative algebras
A //
s
%%LL
LLL
LLL
LLL
HompM,AMq
r

HompM,Bq.
In this section we investigate brackets on representation algebras induced by the modified double
Poisson brackets. We start by a very brief review of representation algebras in Section 6.1 followed by
Section 6.2 in which we show that modified double bracket induces a Poisson bracket on the “trace”
subalgebra of the representation algebra. The “trace” subalgebra acts (as a Lie algebra) on the entire
representation algebra by derivations.
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6.1. Representation Algebras. Throughout this section let A be an associative algebra and M be a
coassociative coalgebra with comultiplication ∆ : M Ñ M bM and counit  : M Ñ C. Since ∆ is
coassociative, for each m ą 1 comultiplication induces a unique map ∆m : MÑMbm. It will be useful
for us to employ the following notations: ∆mpαq “: α1 b ¨ ¨ ¨ b αm whenever α PM.
Assume further, that M is equipped with:
(1) Bilinear form ν : MbMÑ C s.t. @α, β PM, νpα, β2qβ1 b β3 “ νpβ, α2qα1 b α3;
(2) A “trace” element τ PM, s.t. @α PM, νpτ, αq “ pαq.
Together with comultiplication a bilinear form induces a map
ν¯ : MbMÑMbM, ν¯pα, βq “ νpα, β2qβ1 b β3.
We denote the image of this map in Sweedler notations as ν¯pα, βq “ αβ b βα.
The requirement for ν formulated above is equivalent to the symmetrycity of ν¯, namely
νpα, β2qβ1 b β3 “ νpβ, α2qα1 b α3 ðñ αβ b βα “ βα b αβ
Definition 29. [Tur14] Let AM be a commutative algebra generated by all such elements aα, a P A, α P
M, subject to the relations
(1) @k P C, a, b P A, and α, β PM,
kpaαq “ pkaqα “ akα, pa` bqα “ aα ` bα, aα`β “ aα ` aβ ;
(2) @a, b P A and α PM,
pabqα “ aα1bα2 .
We call AM a representation algebra of A in M.
Lemma 30. [Tur14]
αβ b pβαq1 b pβαq2 “αpβ1q b pβ1qα b β2,(18a)
pαβq1 b pαβq2 b βα “β1 b αpβ2q b pβ2qα.(18b)
6.2. Modified brackets on representation algebras.
Lemma 31. Modified double Poisson bracket t , u induces a biderivation on representation algebra AM
t, uM : AM bAM Ñ AM taα, bβuM :“ ta, bu 1αβta, bu2βα“ νpα, β2q ta, bu 1β1 ta, bu2β2
Proof. Define t, uM on generators of AM as above and then extend to arbitrary pairs of monomials by
Leibnitz identity. We have to show that defining relations of AM are annihilated by t, uM. For all
a, b, c P A and α, β P AM we get
tpabqα, cβuM “tab, cu 1αβtab, cu2βα
“tb, cu 1αβ patb, cu2qβα ` pta, cu 1bqαβta, cu2βα
“tb, cu 1αβapβαq1tb, cu2pβαq2`ta, cu 1pαβq1bpαβq2ta, cu2βα
(by Lemma 30) “aα1tb, cu 1pα2qβtb, cu2βpα2q`bα2ta, cu 1pα1qβta, cu2βpα1q
“aα1tbα2 , cβuM ` bα2taα1 , cβuM
“taα1bα2 , cβuM.
Similar computation shows that taα, pbcqβuM “ taα, bβ1cβ2uM. 
Lemma 32. For all α PM and a, b P A:
taτ , bαuM “ pta, buqα .
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Proof. First, we use the fact that τ is conjugate to counit to show that for all α PM
τα b ατ :“ νpτ, α2qα1 b α2 “ pα2qα1 b α3 “ α1 b α2.(19)
Now,
taτ , bαuM “ ta, bu 1ταta, bu2ατ
(19)“ ta, bu 1α1ta, bu2α2“
`ta, bu 1ta, bu2˘
α
“pta, buqα .

Proposition 33. The following restriction
t, uM : Aτ bAM Ñ AM
satisfies Jacobi identity for left Loday bracket, namely for all α PM and a, b, c P A:
taτ , tbτ , cαuMuM ´ tbτ , taτ , cαuMuM “ ttaτ , bτuM, cαuM.
Proof. Compose (2c) with Lemma 32 
Corollary 34. Subspace Aτ Ă AM is a Lie algebra w.r.t. t, uM.
Corollary 35. Let CrAτ s Ă AM be a commutative algebra generated by Aτ , then the following restriction
of t, uM
t, uτ : CrAτ s b CrAτ s Ñ CrAτ s
is a Poisson bracket.
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7. Conclusion and discussion
Throughout this note we have shown that one can generalize fundamental results of [dB08] with no
assumption of skew-symmetricity of the double bracket
ta, bu 1bta, bu2“ ´tb, au2btb, au 1.
We have presented an essential example of non-skew-symmetric modified double Poisson bracket and
have constructed the corresponding modified double Poisson bi-vector.
We conclude by remark on Jacobi identity for the double Poisson bracket
Jacobi identity beyond triple derivations. Jacobi identity for the Loday bracket induced by the
modified double bracket can be presented in the following form
0 “tH1, tH2, xuu ´ tH2, tH1, xuu ´ ttH1, H2u, xu “ µpD1 `D2q,(20)
where
D1 :“R12R23 ´R23R13 ´R13R12,
D2 :“σ12 pR13R23 ´R21R13 ´R23R12q ,
Rm,n : Abk Ñ Abk, Rm,npa1 b ¨ ¨ ¨ b akq “ a1 b ¨ ¨ ¨ b tai, aju 1
Ò
i
b ¨ ¨ ¨ b tai, aju2
Ò
j
b ¨ ¨ ¨ b ak.
Definition of the usual double Poisson bracket [dB08] included strong requirement of the skew-symmetry
Rm,n “ ´σpm,nqRn,mσpm,nq and the so-called double Jacobi identity (analogue of Yang-Baxter equation
for double bracket). Together they guarantee that D1 and D2 are triple derivations and vanish separately.
This fact was heavily used in various classification problems of double Poisson brackets [ORS13, Pow16].
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However, this is no longer the case for modified double Poisson brackets (in particular, it fails for (9)).
Indeed, consider a defect of D1 being a derivation w.r.t. to the first argument
(21)
D1pa1a2 b bb cq ´ p1b a1 b 1qD1pa2 b bb cq ´D1pa1 b bb cqpa2 b 1b 1q “
´ta2, cu 1btb, a1u 1btb, a1u2ta2, cu2´ta2, cu 1bta1, bu2bta1, bu 1ta2, cu2.
Beyond the skew-symmetric case, the right hand side of (21) doesn’t vanish in general. Instead, only the
combination composed with multiplication map (20) vanishes.
The latter makes classification problem for modified double Poisson brackets rather challenging. On
the other hand, Definition 1 is completely explicit for finitely generated algebra and it is enough to define
its’ action on generators. It is an interesting topic of further research to formulate an explicit condition
(namely, that can be tested on generators only) which can replace (1c) and (1d) in Definition 1.
Appendix A. Spectral curve for Kontsevich system
In this appendix we describe an application of modified double Poisson brackets to the noncommutative
Integrable System suggested in [Kon11]. We show that it induces Liouville Integrable System on the
moduli space of representations of the underlying associative algebra for small N . Moreover, using
Proposition 12 we show that the corresponding Hamilton flows extend to the derivations of the entire
coordinate space of representations. Finally, from noncommutative Lax pair suggested in [EW12] we
construct the corresponding spectral curve and compute its genus.
A.1. Kontsevich system. Let A “ Cxu˘1, v˘1y denote the group algebra of the free group with two
generators. Consider derivation ddt : AÑ A defined by$’’&’’%
du
dt
“ uv ´ uv´1 ´ v´1,
dv
dt
“ ´vu` vu´1 ` u´1.
(22)
Recall the modified double Poisson bracket (9)
tu, vuK“ ´vub 1, tv, uuK“ uv b 1, tu, uuK“ tv, vuK“ 0.(23)
Denote the induced H0-Poisson structure as
t, uK : AbAÑ A; @a, b P A, ta, buK “ µpta, buKq.(24)
Bracket (23) was suggested in [Art15] by the author to show the integrability of (22). We have the
following list of properties:
‚ Derivation (22) is a generalized Hamilton flow w.r.t. bracket (24), namely
@x P A, dx
dt
“ th, xuK , where h “ u` v ` u´1 ` v´1 ` u´1v´1.
‚ There exists an infinite family of commuting flows, for all k, j P N
d
dtk
: AÑ A, d
dtk
pxq :“ thk, xu;
„
d
dtk
,
d
dtj

“ 0.
‚ Group commutator c “ uvu´1v´1 generates the subalgebra of right Casimirs of bracket (24)
@x P A{rA,As, @C P Crcs : tx,CuK “ 0.
A.2. Basic example. Matrix representations for N “ 2. In this subsection we show that Kont-
sevich system induces a conventional Integrable System in the Liouville sense on the moduli space of
2-dimensional representations. Moreover, we show that Hamilton flows extend to the entire coordinate
space of representations.
Define an 8-dimensional manifold M Ă R8 with coordinates u11, u12, u21, u22, v11, v12, v21, v22 s.t.
u11u22 ´ u12u21 ‰ 0 and v11v22 ´ v12v21 ‰ 0. Let
ϕpuq “
ˆ
u11 u12
u21 u22
˙
, ϕpvq “
ˆ
v11 v12
v21 v22
˙
.(25)
Then ϕ : MˆAÑMatp2,Cq provides a representation of A for each given m PM.
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Algebra CrMinvs of all GLp2,Cq-invariant functions on M is generated by ϕ0
`tu, v, u2, uv, v2u˘.
(26)
t1 :“Trϕpuq “ u11 ` u22
t2 :“Trϕpvq “ v11 ` v22
t3 :“Trϕpuuq “ u211 ` 2u12u21 ` u222
t4 :“Trϕpvvq “ u11v11 ` u21v12 ` u12v21 ` u22v22
t5 :“Trϕpvvq “ v211 ` 2v12v21 ` v222
In terms of variables t defined in (26) we get the following brackets
(27)
tt1, t2uinv “´ t4
tt1, t3uinv “0
tt1, t4uinv “1
2
`
t21t2 ´ t2t3 ´ 2t1t4
˘
tt1, t5uinv “t1t22 ´ 2t2t4 ´ t1t5
tt2, t3uinv “´ t21t2 ` t2t3 ` 2t1t4
tt2, t4uinv “1
2
`´t1t22 ` 2t2t4 ` t1t5˘
tt2, t5uinv “0
tt3, t4uinv “t31t2 ´ t1t2t3 ´ t21t4 ´ t3t4
tt3, t5uinv “2
`
t21t
2
2 ´ 2t1t2t4 ´ t3t5
˘
tt4, t5uinv “t1t32 ´ t22t4 ´ t1t2t5 ´ t4t5
The subalgebra of Casimir functions is generated by a single element Trϕpcq and one can check
independently that symplectic leaf of (27) has dimension 4 (see Table 1). The two Hamilton functions
H1 “ Trϕphq and H2 “ Trϕph2q are algebraically independent. Next, tH1, H2uinv “ 0 by the fact
that thm, hnu ” 0 mod rA,As and Corollary 9. Thus, system (22) induces an Integrable System in the
Liouville sense on Minv.
By Proposition 12 the full coordinate space of representations CrMs is a Lie module of CrMinvs with
a Lie algebra structure on CrMinvs given by the Poisson bracket (27). In particular, this implies that
H1 and H2 generate commuting flows on the full CrMs which preserve CrMinvs.
A.3. Spectral Curve. Although Crhs Ñ A{rA,As provides a subspace of hamiltonians in involution
it doesn’t span the maximal commuting Lie subalgebra w.r.t. to the Lie bracket induced by (24) (for
example see eq. (26) on p. 1237 of [Art15]). In [EW12] O. Efimovskaya and T. Wolf suggested a
noncommutative Lax pair with a spectral parameter for system (22) and conjectured that it will provide
all ”trace integrals”, elements of A invariant under (22) modulo rA,As
d
dt
L “ rL,M s,
where
L “
ˆ
v´1 ` u λv ` v´1u´1 ` u´1 ` 1
v´1 ` 1λu v ` v´1u´1 ` u´1 ` 1λ
˙
, M “
ˆ
v´1 ´ v ` u λv
v´1 u
˙
.(28)
Denote the coefficients of the “noncommutative spectral curve” as TrLpλqk “: řkj“´kHk,jλj . We have
checked that for all k,m ď 5 and arbitrary j, l
tHk,j , Hm,luK ” 0 mod rA,As.
The latter combined with results of O. Efimovskaya and T. Wolf suggests the following
Conjecture 36. Image of SpanpHk,lq in A{rA,As under natural projection is a maximal commutative
Lie subalgebra of A{rA,As w.r.t. to the Lie bracket induced by (24).
For each N and each general point in AN , Lax matrix (28) gives rise to an algebraic curve in λ and ν
detpϕpLpλqq ´ νq “ 0.(29)
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The coefficients of the curve belong to the subalgebra Crϕ0pHk,lqs Ă AinvN of invariant polynomials
generated by ϕ0pHk,lq. Assuming Conjecture 36, by Corollary 9 we get
Corollary 37. Subalgebra Crϕ0pHk,lqs generated by the coefficients of the spectral curve (29) is Poisson
commutative with respect to the induced bracket t, uinv.
Below we present a Newton graphs of the curve (29) for small N . For each N the spectral curve
appears to be highly singular, we have computed its arithmetic genus for general point in AN for N ď 4.
Table 2 suggests that the genus is equal to N2.
1 2 3 4 5 6
deg λ
1
2
3
4
deg μ
(a) N “ 2
2 4 6 8
deg λ
1
2
3
4
5
6
deg μ
(b) N “ 3
2 4 6 8 10 12
deg λ
2
4
6
8
deg μ
(c) N “ 4
2 4 6 8 10 12 14
deg λ
2
4
6
8
10
deg μ
(d) N “ 5
Figure 1. Newton graphs of the Spectral curve
N genus degree
2 4 6
3 9 9
4 16 12
Table 2. Genus of the Spectral curve
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